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Commercial photography is used to 
promote businesses and
organisations by communicating
their benefits, values and qualities
to existing and potential clients.

The options for publishing images
are too numerous to list, but
include websites, press releases, 
in-house magazines, brochures,
reports and presentations.

Editorial-style portrait shoot for 
HSBC, Bristol.



Portraits are about the most 
useful and adaptable pictures an 
organisation can have. People do 
business with people, so be brave 
and put your best face forward.

Consider black and white as an 
option. It looks stylish, timeless and 
contemporary all at once.

Portrait for design and print agency 
Cognique of Street, Somerset.



Lighting, angle and setting will all 
influence the feel of the final
photograph. Sometimes the
unguarded moment makes the 
best picture.

Former Labour MP Tony Benn
prepares to give a talk at the Bath 
Literary Festival.



Interesting backdrops give a portrait a more editorial feel.

Editorial-style portrait shoot for Thalis Group, Southampton.



Case studies help to illustrate the 
relationship you have with your
clients, and clients who help you 
promote your business are an
incredibly valuable asset.

You can link case study images
with testimonials for a truly powerful 
message.

Part of a series of passenger case 
studies for First Capital Connect 
rail company.



Pictures taken for press releases need to have impact and be in a format publications will accept.

Comedian Rowland Rivron relaxes with a joke book.



A product shot is more than just a 
photo of a product. It must convey 
why someone should choose your 
product over that of your competitors 
by making yours  more desirable.

If the products you sell are also 
available through other outlets, 
consider getting your own unique 
images taken.

Local produce being championed 
by the National Trust through
their shops.



Attention to detail and colour
coordination are vital in product
photography.

Product shot for The National Trust.



Choosing the right location can make or break a shot, and 
will often reinforce the message. In the example below, Mitie 
wanted to show off their greener fleet of vehicles.

Location shoot for Mitie, Bristol.



A good PR idea can be even better with input from the photographer. In this 
example the PR agency came up with the idea of Fridgehenge. I thought it 
would be fun to make it look as though the fridges were still working.

PR shoot for the Organic Milk Suppliers Cooperative.



Your place of work might be a bit messy, but we can either find 
the drama in it, or spend a few minutes tidying up.

Firing the kiln at Northcot Brick Ltd, Gloucestershire.



Simple composition often results in 
pictures with high impact.
The best photography is about
knowing what to leave out.

Souvenir brochure shot for Port Lympne 
wild animal park.



Think of a concept you would like 
to communicate. Tell me about it. 
I’ll shoot some ideas and show you 
the results, and the good news? 
You won’t find your picture on any 
competitor’s website.

Stock image shot exclusively for client.



Processes in manufacturing or
scientific research can make for 
interesting, eye-catching images, 
ideal for illustration of abstract
concepts,  or to enhance design
elements.

Blue vortex, part of a library photo 
shoot for DSTL, Porton Down.



Whatever assets your business or organisation has, 
photos will help to illustrate them.

Location shoot for The National Trust, Kingston Lacy.



Details of your work environment which you find
unremarkable can turn out to make the most
interesting pictures. I love finding gems like this.

Electrical cable reels on the factory floor at Pirelli, Southampton.



Whatever you’re trying to say, whatever your 
business sector, and whoever you’re trying 
to reach, you communicate quicker and at a 
deeper level through images than with any 
other medium.

Stock image shot exclusively for a client that 
writes copy.



How I work with you is up to you.

Preferably you will call me in at an early stage of the 
planning of your project so that I can help guide the process 
to a more successful conclusion. This also gives me the 
opportunity to visit the site prior to shooting, which saves 
you time and money.

Of course planning far in advance of a shoot (especially 
on PR jobs) isn’t always possible, but I’ll always do my 
best to help.

Even after the project is done and delivered, I’m keen to 
work with you to ensure you have everything you need from 
me. I also invite feedback to see if I can do anything better 
next time.

What to expect from a typical shoot.

A tough one this, as few shoots can be described as purely 
“typical”, but in general terms I will liaise with you on final 
arrangements for the assignment a day or two before the 
shoot day.

On the day, I normally arrive a little before the allotted time 
to allow for parking and setting up.

I do my best to keep disruption to a minimum, and do all I 
can to keep everything moving along smoothly.

Once the shoot is done, I will normally get a web gallery 
set up for you to view within 48 hours. Of course PR shots 
can be turned around from site and delivered immediately 
for use, while commercial work can be ready for download 
within a day or two in order to meet your deadlines.
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How will you get your images?

I can deliver images in a variety of ways, but perhaps the 

most exciting recent development is the addition of a client 

gallery and archive service. This allows you to have an 

on-line, password-protected gallery of the shoot from 

which you can directly download the image files you need, 

whenever you need them and already formatted for either 

print or electronic use. You and your designer can both log 

into the gallery to liaise on picture choice.

The gallery can stay for as long as you need, and for some 

clients it becomes their own picture library, complete with 

searchable keywords.

Doesn’t all this cost a lot of money?

Not as much as you might think. I don’t publish a rate 

card with a menu of prices, because every assignment 

is different. Instead clients seem to prefer it if I cost the 

assignment as a whole, with all charges and expenses 

already worked out. The only reason a price might change 

is if the brief or requirements change materially from that 

already agreed.

If a typical corporate day shoot comes in at £950 plus VAT 

all-in, and I expect on average to produce around 30 images 

from that day, you can see that the price works out at less 

than £32 per image. It can easily be less. So compared to 

the price of stock images, which are often only licensed for 

single use, that’s pretty good value, plus you can spread the 

cost (using the gallery archive service) and your pictures are 

unique to you.



A brief word from me.

I hope you find this book useful, informative and maybe even entertaining.

My aim in business is to help you in your business through the magical 

medium of photography. Its power to communicate has not been lost, 

even through the massive revolution that digital has brought.

It is, however, more important than ever to communicate uniquely with 

your own images to set your business apart from the crowd.

Let me help you define your image.

Thank you

Tim Gander

Contact: 07703 124412 • tim@timgander.co.uk

www.timgander.co.uk


